Entroware Proteus is a Linux Laptop for Getting Things Done
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Not wanting to be left out is UK-based computer company Entroware, who have just unveiled their latest Ubuntu laptop. And it’s packs some big tech inside.

Say hello to the Entroware Proteus.

The Entroware Proteus is a 15.6-inch laptop packing a whopping 73 Wh battery. Even used at full tilt, this laptop isn’t going to need recharging as often as other 15-inch workstations, meaning users can get more done, with fewer adapter-related interruptions.

Also: [Entroware bring the Proteus Linux laptop with Intel Xe, a big screen and long battery life](https://www.omgubuntu.co.uk/2021/05/entroware-bring-the-proteus-linux-laptop-with-intel-xe-a-big-screen-and-long-battery-life)
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